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FOUNDER’S NOTE

Dear Friends,
With the turn of this year, it gives me immense pleasure to drop a few line in our 7th Annual Report.
It’s our responsibility not to let a single child to be on the street. Keeping this in mind, SOCH Team continued to
raise its commitment and dedication since the beginning and we have helped 675 children from various difficult
scenarios in the last financial year 2018-19 and 4805 Children since inception in 2012.
This journey was not easy but even in toughest conditions; our team always has a positive attitude. Also the
continuous support from District Administrators of all the three districts, Child Welfare Committees, Network
NGOs, media & Volunteers are note worthy. The supporters at railway stations have constantly encouraged us.
Our well wishers at SATHI and ISD have been very supportive throughout the year. There are visitors and
friends who have boosted our energy up during the activities we did for the children.
Patron Prof Malcolm Harper and all other friends at “Friends of the Children of Orissa, UK” like Richard,
Linda, Collin, David and many others have been extremely supportive and encouraging since it’s beginning.
Without their support the journey would not have been so smooth and productive.
Karen, Jimmy and Mathew have been so supportive and encouraging in setting up a rehabilitation centre for
children with addiction and behavioural difficulties named as ‘Pat and Del Page Rehabilitation Centre’.
I express my gratitude towards Binod Textiles, Canara Bank, HDFC Bank, The Hotel Hindustan
International(HHI), Hotel Seetal, Gunjan Cards, IDAX Consulting Pvt. Ltd., SGK India Industrial (P) Ltd.,
Orthopedic Clinic, Skinstitute Clinic and Shree Radha Clinic for trusting in our work and sponsoring the Annual
Report. We heartedly laud their valuable support.
Admittedly, we have lot to do in the coming years. We are excited to start our first Child Centric Community
Development Programme at Paradeep in partnership with PPL. There are much planning to turn into
implementation for the camps running at Jatani, Khurda. I request to extend your hand to us and help us building
the future. Please visit us to know more about SOCH.
With all the best regards,

Manoj Kumar,
Founder Secretary
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Our sincere regards to the District Administration of Khurda, Ganjam and Puri districts. We are also obliged to
the DCPO, District Child Protection Units (DCPU) and Child Welfare Committee (CWC) of Khurda, Ganjam
and Puri Districts for their continual support and cooperation. We cannot miss to acknowledge the DCPO &
CWC of Cuttack for Cooperating with us during the Pilot of Project Rakshyak at Cuttack.
SOCH is thankful to the Railway authorities at Khurda, Bhubaneswar, Berhampur and Puri for their constant
support and the faith they have shown in the work of SOCH till now. The Station Directors, Station Managers,
GRP, RPF and the CTI teams have been very supportive all throughout the work of SOCH. A special thanks to
the Cuttack Railway authorities who extended their support to the SOCH team during the baseline survey and
Pilot of Project Rakshyak carried out in the Cuttack station.
We acknowledge the active participation of our various Stakeholders; Porters, Vendors, Parcel workers, Watering
staff, Cleaning staff, Auto Rickshaw Drivers, RPF, GRP and TTI group; who have shown constant faith in our
work over the years and helped us with all their energy. SOCH wouldn’t have been able to save the lives of as
many children without the support of its Stakeholders.
We would be ever obliged to all our local donors; Mr. Samarendra Sahu, Dr. NibeditaPatro, Mr. Prafulla
Kumar Biswal, Mr. Dibakar Sahoo, Mr. PrasanjitPatanaik, Mr. Krushna Chandra Mahapatra, Mr. R. Sree Ram,
Mr. Rakesh Kumar Jena, Mr. Nandan Kumar Kar, Mr. Nrusingha Prasad Pattanayak & Mr. Nirmala Kumar
Behera for understanding and relating to SOCH work & activities and associating with SOCH. We respect
the confidentiality of the donors and supporters who prefer to be in discreet mode and convey all our heartfelt
gratitude towards them. Your donations have had great impact on the project benefiters.
The contributions from the Volunteers are worthy mention here as we believe every drop of water adds to become
Ocean. Be it contributing by helping children in need of care and protection or extending a supporting hand
with documentation, counseling and case study drafting, SOCH team would always be appreciative about the
Volunteers from B.J.B Autonomous College, Utkal University, Berhampur University, NISWASS College, IMS
College, TISS, IIM, JNU, IGNOU, Asian College and Khalikote Autonomous College and many others through
“Internshala”. Theses Volunteers bring along new ideas and energy to SOCH and help SOCH in growing and
establishing itself as a more streamlined and professional organization.
How can we forget to mention our own “Friends of SOCH” who never the less have been active and participative
in every initiative of SOCH. You people have very silently contributed and contributed well. Our heartfelt
thanks to all of you,those have been instrumental in making events and occasions successful.
Last but not the least the SPONSORS of this Annual Report 2017-18;“SGK India Industrial (P) Ltd.”
Bhubaneswar; IDAX Consulting Pvt. Ltd.”, Bhubaneswar, Canara Bank, HDFC Bank, “Bhubaneswar;“Binod
Textiles”, Bhubaneswar; “The HHI”,; “Hotel Seetal”, “Orthopedic Clinic”, “Skinstitute Clinic”, “Shri Radha
Clinic” and “Gunjan Cards”.Without your support the task was half done.
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ABOUT SOCH

SOciety for CHildren (SOCH) is a non-profit organization registered under Society Registration Act
XXI of 1860 at IGR, Cuttack bearing Registration No. - 23515/51
Established in July 2012, SOCH has completed 7
committed years of operation in the Child Rights
protection through its Project Rakshyak (Rescue
and Resettlement of runaway, missing, abandoned,
abducted and trafficked children) and Project
Punarjivan (Behavior Modification of street connected
and family connected hard behavior children). Focusing
on the Railway Stations the projects operate majorly
in Bhubaneswar, Khurda Rd. & Berhampur and partly
in Puri. SOCH also works for the mainstreaming of
youths through Project Pankh focusing on the youths
coming from difficult backgrounds.
All activities under the projects are driven by the
philosophy that the safest and happiest place for
children is their homes. Hence, the end objective is
to connect the rescued children with their families or
ensure a safe place for their future. In the process quite
a few activities are undertaken to understand their

reasons of runaway or missing in comprehensive way.
SOCH takes care of all Governmental procedures and
puts all efforts to reunite the children with their family.
Within the limited time of engagement with these
children SOCH ensures to contribute to the maximum
possible limit in changing their mindset towards a
healthier and better future. These are done through
Counselling sessions, NFE sessions, Workshops,
Awareness and Sensitization meetings, etc.
Over the past 07 years, our work has benefitted
thousands of children and young people living alone
and at risk on the railway platforms. Our work aims
to create and enable sustainable change in the lives
of children, communities and in the wider policy and
practice that affects all children living alone on the
railway platforms.

Vision

To create a just society,
where all children are living happily
enjoying all their due rights.

Mission

To realize the rights of
deprived children and their
rehabilitation.
Fig 1.1
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Aim and Objectives
•

•

To rescue and resettle runaway, missing, abducted •
and abandoned children. First priority will be given
to family reunion and last option for Institutional
Care.
•

To provide health care service for children.
To give safe and nurtured environment for orphan
children.
To give safe and nurtured environment for
physically and mentally challenged children.

•

To rescue and resettle working children.

•

To rescue and resettle begging children.

•

To rescue and rehabilitate addicted and hard
behavior street children through de-addiction and
behavioral modification camp.

•

To encourage foster parenting and alternative care
for children in need of care and protection.

SOCH MANAGEMENT
SOCH Organization Structure
SOCH
Organization Structure

Governing Body

Advisory Board

Director

Project Management
Team

HRM, ADMIN, MIS &
Accounts Team

Project Implementation

Communication & Resource
Mobilisation Team

Project In-Charge

Project Team Members

Fig. 1.2
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Founder Profile
Manoj Kumar was born and brought up in a small village He has received many recognitions and awards for his
in Ganjam District of Odisha. He graduated in Science
work like ‘Inspire Award 2018-19’, ‘Punya Utkal Sanman’
but his interest for Social Work and Entrepreneurship
has landed him in TISS, Mumbai, where he studied ‘One of the top 50 change agents of Odisha’ etc…
Social Entrepreneurship and Child Rights.

Departments

Since student life, he has been involved in helping
children and later founded a child centric NGO named
SOCH. The organization has already helped close to
5 thousands children from various difficult situations.
One of his projects has already helped close to 40
hard behaviour and addicted children in month long
rehabilitation programme. He is currently setting up
a permanent rehabilitation centre for them to help
large number of such difficult children. SOCH has
been recognised in many national and international
platforms.

Project Management Team:

Headed by the Project
Officers it is essentially involved in planning,
organizing, facilitating, monitoring and evaluation of
different projects. It also explores new avenues for
expansion.
The team comprises of
the Project In-charge, Field Workers and Volunteers
who are the implementer and the performers. They play
a vital role in reflecting the key issues and challenges
on the ground at the grass root level.
Project Implementation Team:

He is also co-founder of a company named ‘Jupidocs’,
which does business in digital marketing and have HRM, Admin., MIS & Accounts Team: It comprises of
clients from all over the world. This business
HR & Admin Manager, MIS Officer and Accountant
contributes its 20% profit to SOCH.
to support the smooth functioning of the different
He has worked as independent consultant with activities in the organization.
many reputed organisations and recently founded an
advisory firm named ‘Impact Advisory iA’ in order to Communication & Resource Mobilization Team: This
help grant seekers and grant makers in forming mutual department focuses on fundraising, branding and
beneficial partnerships and have high impact of their other PR activities under the supervision of the
social projects.
Communication Officer.

The creator has tried to depict the essence of clean and healthy environment in our lives.

BY Jagdish Sabar (Puri, Odisha)

www. sochforchildren.org
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Governing Body Members
Sl.

Name

Designation

Age

Occupation

Associated with SOCH

Chair person

41

Development Professional

2nd July 2012

1

Mr.Pramod Painuly,
S/o-Mr.Surendra Painuly

2

Mr.Manoj Kumar Swain,
S/o-Mr.Kailash Chandra Swain

Secretary

33

Development Professional

2nd July 2012

3

Mr. Narayan Mohanty,
S/o-Mr.Niranjan Mohanty

Treasurer

33

Teaching Profession

2nd July 2012

4

Mr.Saroj Kumar Nayak,
S/o-Mr. Raghunath Nayak

Member

36

Corporate Professional

2nd July 2012

5

Mr.Sunil Kumar Chaudhury,
S/o-Mr.Ram Chaudhury

Member

37

Development Professional

2nd July 2012

6

Mr.Gajanan Rauta,
S/o-Mr.Biswanath Rauta

Member

33

Development Professional

2nd July 2012

7

Mr. Pawan Mishra,
S/o-Mr.S.K. Mishra

Member

35

Development Professional

2nd July 2012

Table 1.1
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Advisory Board Members
Sl.

Name

Introduction

Occupation

Associated
with SOCH

He is an eminent Social Scientist and NGO Leader;
1

Mr. Prafulla Kumar
Sahoo

a Post Graduate degree holder from Tata Institute of

Development

Social Sciences (TISS), Mumbai has been engaged in

Professional

25th Jan 2019

the field of social development for more than 40 years.

2

Prof. Malcolm Harper

Educated at Oxford, Harvard and Nairobi, and in the
world in general, 8 years in business, 24 years professor
in Kenyan and UK management schools,

3

Mr. Samarendra Sahu

Retired

25th January

Professor

2019

An officer belonging to 1983 batch of Indian Economic
Service. Masters in Public Economic Management

Ex- IES Officer

from Birmingham University

4

Prof. A. K. Panda

Prof. A.K. Panda is a B. Tech from the VSSUT,
Burla in 1979 and holds a PGDM degree from XIM,
Bhubaneswar.

25th January
2019

Consultant

25th January

Software Technology

2019

Professor

25th January

Retired as the Reader in Pol. Sc from Kamala Nehru
5

Mrs. Namita Patnaik

Women&#39;s College, Bhubaneswar.38 years
teaching experience in different Aided Degree Colleges

2019

from 16th Dec 1980 to 30th April 2018.

6

Mr. Birendra Das

Mr. Bipin Bihari
7

Mohanty

Expertise in use of research-based communication

Development

tools, specially films for rural development through

Communication

strategic communication and Social Brand Building.

Professional

He is now a true resource person on development sector
and being used by Catalyst for Social Action, Adhikar

Entrepreneur

Foundation, CYSD, Mission Odisha and others.

8

Mr. Umi Daniel

He is the Regional Head-Migration Thematic Unit,
South Asia at Aid et Action, associated with taking on
the responsibility of rights of migrant children

9

Mr. Manmath Dalai

Social.

2019

25th January
2019

Development

25th January

Professional

2019

An experienced professional, with over 37 years of
work experience in Financial services – Corporate &

25th January

Corporate Professional

25th January
2019

Table 1.2
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PROJECT RAKSHYAK

Project RAKSHYAK as the term suggests is the
Saviour for the children who have run away from
home, get separated from their families, are abandoned
or abducted or are being trafficked for illegal activities.
The project is currently operational in three locations
of Odisha, viz. Bhubaneswar, Khurda Road and
Berhampur railway stations. It also partly operates in
Puri.
Train stations have been found to be a major port
for the runaway, missing, abandoned and trafficked
children. Railway Station being a very sensitive and
vulnerable location for the above mentioned category
of children, SOCH prioritizes the spot. Trains are very
easy and convenient mode for runaway children & for

OUTREACHING & NETWORKING
(PRIMARILY FOCUSING AT
RAILWAY STATIONS)

the Traffickers to operate, children get separated or get
lost from their parents / guardians in the due course
of journey and many parents abandon their children at
the Station vicinities. Also many children stay on the
platforms and get involved in activities like begging,
stealing, sweeping, light addiction, etc. Hence it has
been strategically opted for SOCH operation.
Fig. 1.2 depicts the activities and the process flow
of Project Rakshyak that initiates with Outreaching
& Networking and concludes with Follow-up. The
intermediary steps like Counselling Centre activities,
Counselling, Address Tracing, Child Resettlement
through Child Welfare Committee (CWC), and
Follow-up pursues between initiation and conclusion.

COUNSELING CENTRE ACTIVITIES
(FIRSTAID, CLOTHES, NUTRITION,
NFE SESSIONS, ETC.)

ADDRESS TRACING

COUNSELING & ADDRESS
TRACING

PRODUCTION BEFORE CHILD
WELFARE COMMITTEE (CWC)

CHILD RESETTLEMENT

PARENT COUNSELING &
FAMILY REUNION

TELEPHONIC
FOLLOW-UP

REFERRED
TO INSTITUTIONS

PHYSICALLY
FOLLOW-UP

Fig. 2.1
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Outreaching & Networking

It is a major activity where the outreach workers cover
all the platforms of the Railway Stations. This is a
process of observation and identification of potential
child in need of care and protection who are vulnerable
to be victimized by the predators, or being trafficked
by the traffickers. It starts with a general interaction
with the potential victim so as to build rapport as well
as to verify if the child is actually a case of child in
need of care and protection.

Rescue
This is where the project operation initiates. The
rescue process is cascaded into Platform Intervention
(by reaching out to the children), Rescue and Network
Building. The outreach process includes platform
intercession, observation, handling crowd situation,
first point of contact with the child, motivating the child
to come to the safe place and providing the rescued
child’s information to RPF and GRP. Along with
this, the outreach team also organizes and conducts
awareness meetings with all the stake holders.

Platform Intervention

On confirmation about the child that if the child is
actually a case of child in need of care and protection, the
outreach worker will rescues the child and coordinates
with the Government Railway Police Station (GRPS)
and the Railway Protection Force (RPF) for Govt.
formalities followed by the child being brought to the
Counseling Centre for further action.

Trends Observed on Child Rescue at Railway Platforms
350
300

308

P L AT F O R M N U M B E R

1
2
3
4
5

250
200

137

150
27

100

45

55
12

12

11

5

6
7
8
NA
outside

2

Observing the flow of children & rescued number, we got a pattern as above.
•

Most of the children rescued across all locations were from platform no.-1.

•

Out of the total 675 children rescued in FY’2018-19, 308 children were rescued from Platform no.-1.

www. sochforchildren.org
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Network Building

A good network with the Stakeholders ensures
that maximum runaway children benefit. We aim
at creating “child friendly stations” through active
engagement of the Stakeholders. Networking with
the key Stakeholders maximizes the reach to runaway
children in the Railway Stations. Within the realm
of Network Building, sensitizing activities among
the Stakeholders are undertaken through awareness
meetings and information sharing regarding the
disadvantage of platform life for the vulnerable
children for the Stakeholders.

Near by
shops
Coolie

Hawkers

Railway
staffs

KEY STAKE
HOLDERS

Auto
&
Taxi drivers

Parcel
workers

Cleaning
Staffs
Old
children

Vendors

Fig 2.2
To create “child friendly stations” through active engagement of the Stakeholders And to keep them updated
about SOCH activities, awareness meetings are organized on a regular basis. The details of the meeting with
stake holders are depicted in table 1.4
14
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Awareness Meeting Details
KEY STAKEHOLDERS

BHUBANESWAR

BERHAMPUR

PURI

KHORDHA

TOTAL

RPF

0

2

1

0

3

Cleaning Staffs

10

5

4

1

20

Watering Staffs

3

0

3

1

7

Vendors

3

3

3

1

10

Parcel Worker

3

3

1

1

7

Auto/Taxi Driver

4

4

2

2

12

Coolies

3

3

2

1

9

Hawker

3

4

0

1

8

Near Shops

6

3

3

1

13

TTI

3

1

2

0

6

Group-D

1

0

0

0

1

Mechanical Staff

2

0

0

0

2

Radhika Express

2

0

0

0

2

TEC Group

1

0

0

0

1

GPRS

0

1

0

1

2

TOTAL

44

29

21

10

104

Table 2.1

CASE-1
A STORY OF AN IGNORANT CHILD WHOSE FRIEND MISLEADED HIM
NAME Balabhadra Gouda (Name Changed)
AGE & GENDER 12 years old boy
EDUCATION 10th standard
RESCUE DATE 02.04.2018
PARENTAL STATUS
A tender mind could soak in all experiences of
life like a blotting paper but it could leave a lasting
impact on one’s later life. Such was the situation with
Balabhadra, a 12 year old boy from Khandagiri area.
Born into a very poor family where his father was a
vendor and mother a daily wage labourer. His life was
a completely wretched one. Living in abject poverty
along with seven siblings almost was an affliction. The
trials and tribulations of life were immense for him. His
parents could barely provide for the basic needs of their
www. sochforchildren.org

Father-Vendor
Mother-Daily Labour

children let alone guidance or counseling. Balabhadra
felt extremely tormented. He befriended a boy called
Tofan from the neighborhood and got some solace
from his mental agony. Disaster struck when Tofan
introduced him into drugs. Initially there was certainly
an adrenaline rush and a boost to his sagging mental
condition which he seemed to savour. This lasted as
long as his father discovered this fact and severely
beat him up to knock some sense into his mind. In a
fit of anger he left home to be on his own. He landed
15
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up at the Bhubaneswar railway station where SOCH
outreach workers found him in a deplorable condition.
He was in a total catastrophe having no sense of
direction in life at all. The volunteers counseled him
about the perils of platform life and drug addiction. He
Follow Up – He’s helping his father in earning in
telephonic follow up on 15th July.

confessed that he was desperate to get back home and
lead a normal life with his family. After completion of
official formalities, Balabhadra was produced before
the CWC on 2nd April 2018 and reunited with his
parents on 5th April 2018.
the locality after completing 10th when we did a

CASE-2
ANGER VINDICATED THE KID WHO LET HIMSELF IN DANGER
NAME Ranjan Nayak (Name Changed)
AGE & GENDER 17 years old boy
EDUCATION 8th standard
DATE & TIME
OF CONTACT
PARENTAL STATUS

9th Feb. 2019,12.40 pm
Father-Vehicle Mechanic
Mother-Housewife

Ranjan, a seventeen year old young lad from Sambalpur he caught the attention of a SOCH outreach worker on
decided to flee from home because he could not accept platform No: 2. On interacting with him, after a while,
continue living with his family as his mother was he revealed the truth. The outreach worker made him
always scolding him. Little did he ever realize that it realize about the dangers & vulnerabilities of platform
was for his good. The adolescent mind has it’s own life. He was counseled to go back home & lead a proper
peculiarities. He thought he would be much better off life. He was kept in the Bhairavi Open Shelter that day.
staying away from parental control. He left home & On 11th February, 2019, he was produced before the
landed up at the Khordha railway station. Since he had CWC. His parents were subsequently contacted & they
no alternative, he chose to live on the platform & earned came to fetch him back. Thus SOCH was successful in
his living sweeping the trains. On 9th February, 2019, reuniting Ranjan with his family.
Follow Up- On 12th June, when we called his father, he told us that he’s now safe at home and studying
properly.

16
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Stakeholder’s View
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DETAILS OF CHILDREN HELPED THROUGH REFERRALS RECEIVED FROM
DIFFERENT STAKEHOLDERS
REFERRALS

TTI

TRAVEL
AGENCY

TG

VENDOR

CLEANING
STAFFS

COOLIES

ATM
WORKER

WATERING
STAFFS

AUTO
DRIVER

LOCAL
PERSON

PASSENGER

TOTAL
CHILDREN
RESCUED

RPF

CHILDREN
HELPED
BY SOCH

BBSR

292

03

00

00

00

01

01

03

00

00

00

01

01

302

BHM

248

00

00

00

01

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

249

PURI

69

03

01

01

00

00

00

01

01

02

01

00

00

79

KHURDHA

44

01

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

45

TOTAL

653

07

01

01

01

01

01

04

01

02

01

01

01

675

LOCATION

Table 2.2
Out of total children we rescued in this financial year 2018-19 that is 657 from all of four clusters, we received
22 referrals in total from our stakeholders.

GRAPHICAL (BAR) REPRESENTATION OF TABLE 2.2

7

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

2

1

1

1

RPF

TTI

TRAVEL AGENCY

TRANSGENDER

VENDOR

CLEANING STAFFS

COOLIES

ATM WORKERS

WATERING STAFFS

AUTO DRIVER

LOCAL PERSON

PASSENGERS

RESCUED BY SOCH

675

www. sochforchildren.org
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Gender Wise Distribution Of Children Rescued
GENDER

BHUBANESWAR

BERHAMPUR

PURI

KHURDHA

TOTAL CHILDREN

Boys

220

210

63

39

532

Girls

82

39

16

06

143

Transgender

00

00

00

00

000

302

249

79

45

675

TOTAL

Table 2.3

GRAPHICAL (PIE) REPRESENTATION OF TABLE 2.3

0

21
79

BOYS
GIRLS
TRANSGENDER

Counseling Center Activities
Counseling Centre Activities become essential as not
every child opens up on the first go. They need some
time and their confidence has to be won to extract facts.
It also comes handy when child is rescued in a very
precarious condition suffering from starvation and
deprivation. Hence to win over their confidence and
attend to some immediate needs of the child rescued,
24

they are brought to Counseling Centre, where they are
helped with nutrition or to be engaged in Indoor games,
Music, Entertainment, Drawings, Food and Fast aid
before counseling. This helps them relax and ward off
all the stress they have been through. Further it builds
trust and leads to a friendly relationship between the
rescued child and the Counselor.
www. sochforchildren.org
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NUTRITION:
Children who are helped by the SOCH staff are found to have been starving
since days. The counselling center provides them food all throughout their
stay at SOCH counseling center.

CLOTH SUPPORT:
Children who are found in dirty clothes are provided cloths by the SOCH
team.

FIRST AID:
Due to the harsh life style of the street life, the children are sometimes
found injured. SOCH helps such children by providing First Aid to them.

NON FORMAL EDUCATION:
In case when children have to stay in the counseling center for more than
6 hours, they are engaged in non-formal education.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES:
Play therapy is used to make the children comfortable in the temporary
shelter home through the use of indoor games like puzzles, carom, painting
etc.
Fig 2.3
www. sochforchildren.org
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The artist’s way of imagining birthday celebration difference between a rich family and poor family that clearly
indicates his innocence of seeing the world.
By Kamesh Pradhan, Bhubaneswar

Counselling

Every age has its own challenges but childhood is not
an easy, carefree time. Children do have their own share
of problems. The transitional events like separation of
parents, violence among parents, alcohol-use, barriers
to education, and the financial restraints in the family
can lead to emotional trauma among children. Under
such circumstances, children are more likely to need
special attention and help. Families play a big role in
providing this support system. In case the children
need more help, counseling by a professional counselor
becomes important.
26

SOCH understands the vitality of counseling for
children and thus, provides counseling to rescued
children by professional and experienced counselor.
Starting from the initial day of contact, counselors
in SOCH help the children to get in touch with their
feelings and help in minimizing their anxiety about
being lost or of a bleak future. They are made aware
of their life space so as to build a meaningful future
through self-determination of meaningful and realistic
goals.
Since the children might have eloped and feel that
their family members might not accept them back,
many times, they keep their family details a secret. The
counselors provide a non-judgmental environment for
an amicable resolution of such thought processes.
Moreover, children who display various behavioural
or adjustment issues, these counselors work towards
building of constructive behaviour among such
children. The primary counseling starts with the first
point of contact to a child in station, where rapport and
www. sochforchildren.org
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trust building is done to encourage the child to have identify the root cause of the action and for parents it
faith on the SOCH staff. After coming to the counseling would act as introspection for them; thus bridging the
centre, necessary counseling is done in accordance to
generation gap. Counselling also helps in minimizing
the child’s needs.
a child’s anxiety about being lost or of a bleak future.
There are counselling sessions for both, the rescued
child as well as for his/her parents by professional and It also helps in address tracing and reunion as the real
experienced counsellor. In case of a child it helps to reason is disclosed.

CASE-3
DECEIVED BY FALSE PROMISES, 17 YEARS OLD GILRL LANDS HERSELF IN A FIX
NAME Shabana Khatun (Name Changed)
AGE & GENDER 17 years Female
EDUCATION 4th standard
RECUE DATE 11.07.2018
PARENTAL STATUS

Father-Mason
Mother-Housewife

Shabana, a 17-year old girl from Medinapur was duped
by a boy who promised to marry her and be her partner
for life. She met him during a brief visit to her uncle’s
village. They continued in a relationship and got
married without anybody’s knowledge. The boy took
Shabana to his house where both of them were denied
acceptance. They were humiliated and asked to leave
home. The boy then managed to convince Shabana to
go back to her home and remain there as before until
he would settle down and take her back. He requested
her to cooperate and make things easy for him. She
conceded as she was deeply in love with him and could
make any sacrifice for their togetherness. She had her
own fantasies and had almost seen a pie in the sky. She
could do nothing but trust him as she was blind in love.
They kept in touch over the phone with everyone else
around in oblivion.

factory) where he would receive her. She sneaked
out of the house to chase her lover leaving all her
family members behind. Brimming with guilt and
despondency, she reached Bhubaneswar on 11th July,
2018. She was anxious and scared too as there was
no familiar face around. She had landed up literally
in a ‘no man’s land’. There was even no trace of her
fiance. Distraught and disturbed with a fluttering
heart she had no clue about the next course of action.
Fortunately, a SOCH worker found her at platform
No: 1 in a distressing and woeful situation. He tried
to make her comfortable so that she could vent out her
nervousness. Initially Shabana was apprehensive but
later gushed out her worries as she was in dire need of
some help. She took him into confidence and narrated
her life’s story. The volunteer even tried to contact her
boyfriend but in vain. She was given some refreshment
and handed over to child-line through GRP for her safe
The day arrived for which Shabana had been eagerly living until contact could be made with her parents to
waiting for. She got a call from her fiance to reach take her back home. SOCH could avert a disaster for
Bhubaneswar (where he was working in a marble Shabana by putting her on the right track.
Follow Up- She’s idle at home with her parents when we telephoned his father on 12th Nov.
www. sochforchildren.org
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CASE-4
TEENAGE LOVE, A PRIME FACTOR ATTRIBUTING TO INCREASING RUNAWAY RATIO
NAME Neha Mallick (Name Changed)
AGE & GENDER 17 years Female
EDUCATION Intermediate
DATE & TIME OF CONTACT 21.04.2018
PARENTAL STATUS

Love does strange things to people, especially the
ignorant teenagers of today’s society. A queer situation
arose in the life of a seventeen years old Odia girl,
Neha Mallick from Kolkata. She lived with her
parents & was pursuing her +2 studies there where
her father was into business. In the meanwhile, she
was into a relationship with an Odia boy working at
Vishakhapatnam. Her parents were well aware of it &
even accosted her for the same. Disturbed by her plight
she wanted to leave home to be with her boyfriend. She
convinced her parents & left home to spend some time
with her grandparents in Odisha. Although skeptical,
her parents allowed her the privilege of travelling
alone. She did reach safely at her grandparents place.

Father-Businessman
Mother-Housewife

brother’s. Incidentally, the stranger was an outreach
worker with SOCH. He complied to her request
but there was no response from the other end. She
appeared very anxious & desperate. Then there was a
call from that very number & the girl seemed relieved.
There was a prolonged conversation between the two.
The SOCH activist by then had smelt something fishy
& did not leave the girl alone. Later he gathered that
she was insistent on going to Vishakhapatnam but the
boy refused to accept her at that point of time in his
life. He bluntly refused her proposal to be together.
Smitten by his response, she was heartbroken. After
much prodding by the SOCH worker, she confided that
she intended to run away from home to be with her
boyfriend, who in turn refused to accept her.

After a few days, she left their place on the pretext
to visit the market place with a piece of paper &
The outreach worker immediately reported the
some little money. She landed up at the Bhubaneswar matter to the GRPS who referred her to Child line
Railway Station on 21st April, 2018. There she reached for protection of the girl. After incessant counseling
out to a stranger for some help. She wanted to make a sessions at the CWC, she was handed over to her
phone call to a number which she claimed to be her parents after a few days.
Follow up- she’s living with her family happily when we did a follow up on 15th July.
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VARIOUS ISSUES THAT LEADS TO RUN AWAY OF CHILDREN
ISSUES

BHUBANESWAR

BERHAMPUR

PURI

KHURDHA

TOTAL

EDUCATION

08

04

05

01

18

WORK RELATED

179

176

13

21

389

MISSING

12

04

07

03

26

MISGUIDED BY FRIENDS

02

00

00

00

02

SCOLDING BY PARENTS

09

00

07

01

17

PROBLEMATIC BEHAVIOUR

00

00

01

00

01

FAMILY PROBLEM

31

16

12

04

63

LOVE AFFAIRS

19

01

02

03

25

RAG PACKING & BEGGING

03

00

00

00

03

CITY ATTRACTION

36

46

28

12

120

OTHERS

03

02

04

00

09

302

249

79

45

675

TOTAL

Table 2.4
The various issues leading to child run away or missing, identified in the table above are sheer outcome of
thorough Counselling sessions with the rescued children. Below is the graphical representation of table 2.4.

GRAPIFICAL (BAR) REPRESENTATION OF TABLE 2.4
389

120
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LOVE AFFAIRS
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OTHERS

9

3

1
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MISGUIDED BY FRIENDS

MISSING

WORK RELATED

2

17

SCOLDING BY PARENTS

18

EDUCATION

63

26
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CASE-5
DISINTERESTED FROM STUDY, SIBA DECIDED TO ESCAPE FROM RESPONSIBILITY
NAME Siba Mahanta (Name Changed)
AGE & GENDER 12 years old boy
EDUCATION 7th standard
RESCUE DATE & TIME 01.05.2018
PARENTAL STATUS

Father-Daily Labourer
Mother-Housewife

Education is the key for one’s own good living. It not of life. He was in deep anguish when he was traced
only facilitates our learning, knowledge and skill but it by SOCH volunteers at the Bhubaneswar railway
changes our mind and personality. It helps us to attain platform. On interrogation he tried to put up a brave
a positive attitude setting up a proper perspective front but that did not escape from the vigilant eyes of
for life. Siba Mahanta, a 12 - year old boy from the SOCH workers. Their repeated queries made him
Mayurbhanj never understood the value of education admit that he had run away from home to escape the
and landed up in deep trouble. His father was a rigors of education. He wanted to lead a carefree life,
labourer and mother, a homemaker. Though they were
exploring different places as that enchanted him more
illiterate, they wanted their only son to be educated so
than going to school. The SOCH volunteers tried to
that he did not have a miserable life like theirs. But
show him reason by making him aware of the dangers
he had absolutely no interest for his studies. He was
fun loving and had a keen interest to visit different of platform life. He would be vulnerable to any kind
places. But his father could barely provide for this of misfortune endangering his valuable life. He could
luxury. One day he escaped from home to visit Puri. enjoy life’s pleasures by the support and care of his
Unaware of the route and direction he boarded the family and through proper education. He realized his
wrong train and landed up in Bhubaneswar. Enamored mistake and promised to go back home and pursue his
at the city’s expanse and glamour he did not have a studies. After the due formalities were clear he was
clue as to how he would carry forward his journey handed over to the GRP and later to his parents.
Follow up – We did a phone follow up on Aug 2018 and got to know that he is idle at home.

EDUCATION WISE CATEGORY DETAILS:
CLUSTERS

1-3

4-7

8-10

INTER.

GRAD.

URDU

NIL

UNKNOWN

TOTAL

BHUBANESWAR

09

78

140

12

00

04

59

00

302

BERHAMPUR

04

47

167

14

00

00

17

00

249

PURI

05

23

29

01

00

00

16

05

79

KHORDHA

01

15

23

01

00

00

05

00

45

19

162

362

28

00

04

96

05

675

TOTAL

Table 2.5
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The above table indirectly reflects the tender age where children are more vulnerable. It mostly happens during
their teenage; as maximum children rescued fall in the education bracket of 8th Standard to 10th standard; that
they lose track.

GRAPHICAL (BAR) REPRESENTATION OF TABLE 2.5
362

162

96
4

UNKNOWN

5

URDU

GRADUATION

INTERMIDIATE

8TH TO 10TH

4TH TO 7TH

1ST TO 3RD

0

NIL

28
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CASE-6
THE CHILD BECAME AN ORPHAN CHILD IN SPITE OF HIS FAMILY
NAME Neeraj Sahoo (Name Changed)
AGE & GENDER 15 years old boy
EDUCATION 8th standard
DATE OF CONTACT 4th July2018
PARENTAL STATUS

Neeraj, a fifteen year old boy from Berhampur was
leading a very happy-go-lucky life with his family. His
father was a shopkeeper & mothers a housewife. He
had an elder brother & sister. The family was a closeknit one. There was abundance of affection for each
other & they lived in utter happiness. One day some
evil eye struck attention on the family when there
was a complete change of circumstances. Everything
went topsy-turvy. The parents separated. His father
www. sochforchildren.org

Father-Businessman
Mother-Maid

remained in the village looking after his shop & the
mother moved to Bhubaneswar to work as a house
maid. Neeraj stayed back to live with his father, but
was subject to unreasonable torture at the hands of his
alcoholic father. He turned to his mother for attention
& affection but was disappointed too. He decided to
be on his own & began living in the railway station.
He was spotted at the platform No: 1 at the Berhampur
railway station. He was playing some games with
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the street urchins. They tried to run away from the
place fearing interception. But SOCH volunteers did
manage to get hold of them. After several counselling
sessions, Neeraj shared his traumatic experiences
of living in a house with parental discord. He was
extremely disturbed & had completely given up on

going back to his parents. He was counseled on the
dangers of platform life. He was produced before
the CWC on 4th July 2018 & then shifted to an open
shelter in Berhampur. So, thanks to SOCH, he is safely
living in the shelter home away from the perils of a
platform life.

Follow Up- we did a phone follow up on 10th November to his father and he shared that he is idle at home.

Address Tracing

help of Stakeholders like the local police, Railway
Protection Force (RPF), help of Internet and local
NGOs. Their help along with the landmarks shared by
the children during conversations is one of the major
works undertaken by the SOCH team to reunite the
child with their family.

First priority of project Rakshyak being family reunion,
address tracing become the key activity. If during the
process of initial interaction, the address details of
parents couldn’t be found, the children are brought to
the counseling centre for counseling purpose to extract
the family address from the children and are then
handed over to the CHILDLINE or produced before
the Child Welfare Committee (CWC).
At times the address tracing is undertaken with the

The authentication of the address details as given by the
child might take days and sometimes months. During
this period the child needs to be counseled regularly
so as to get more details about their address, and to
protect them from further emotional distress while in
the shelter home. Since it is unfair to expect the child to
give accurate address, each input during the counseling
process- phone numbers, house number, temples,
nearby hospitals are taken note of. Sometimes, when
the children can’t verbally express the landmarks, they
are encouraged to draw landmarks or maps to get a
superficial understanding of their home address at the
least.

DETAILS OF ADDRESS TRACING
CLUSTER

THROUGH PHONE NO. AS
SHARED BYTHE CHILDREN

THROUGH
POLICE

WITH HELP OF OTHER
NGOs OR CWC

TOTAL

BHUBANESWAR

69

00

149

218

BERHAMPUR
KHURDA
PURI
TOTAL

189
19
04
285

00
02
00
02

28
14
44
233

217
35
48
518

Table 2.6
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As reflected in the above table the Counselling has been an effective supporting tool for Address Tracing. Other
than this support from local NGOs and CWC has been next best supporting contribution in tracing the parental
addresses.

GRAPHICAL (PIE) REPRESENTATION OF TABLE 2.6
THROUGH PHONE NO
SHARED BY CHILDREN
44.80%

THROUGH POLICE

54.80%

WITH HELP OF OTHER
NGO’S AND CWC

0.38%

CASE-7

“TB” THE MERCILESS DISEASE MADE THE CHILD ORPHAN
NAME Niranjan Nayak (Name Changed)
AGE & GENDER 14 years old boy
EDUCATION 4th sta ndard
DATE & TIME OF CONTACT 7th June 2018,12.40 pm
PARENTAL STATUS Orphan

Niranjan Nayak, a 14 year old boy from Ganjam had a
life which could portray a story for a classic tragic movie.
His short span of 14 years was inundated with myriad
distressing events which almost left him shattered.
Born into a very poor family to an alcoholic father and
a diseased mother, his childhood was lamentable. He
lost his parents very early and was left in the care of
his step mother and brother. His brother left home to
work in Chennai to fend for the family. Niranjan had
to drop out from school form the 4th standard to work
as a daily wager to sustain himself. Constant squabbles
with his step mother brought in another disaster into
his life. His step mother committed suicide leaving
him to languish alone in this cruel mundane world. His

grandmother living out of her old age pension took the
boy into her care. Life was utterly miserable as they
lived in contemptible poverty. There was a suggestion
from an uncle to send Niranjan off to Chennai with
a job that could fetch him Rs. 7000 per month. On
7th June 2018 when he was at the Berhampur railway
station ready to depart for Chennai to begin a new
innings in his life he was traced by SOCH volunteers.
On their intervention he broke down and shared his
life’s story. He expressed his inclination to study and
lead a better life. SOCH referred the child to an open
shelter in Berhampur as per the orders of the CWC,
Ganjam thus saving a very precious life.

Follow up- On 5th Oct we did a follow up and got to know that He’s staying with his uncle and Idle at
home right now.

www. sochforchildren.org
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Child Resettlement

Children have a right to lead a happy and safe life.
Home restoration is the best way for ensuring safety
for runaway children. We, at SOCH, believe in
reintegration of the children into their family as soon
as possible. Given the context of India, where familial
bonds are the threads which regulate a child’s sense
of belongingness. This sense of belongingness is an
integral part of the child’s sense d of identity. Therefore,
family reunion are the times of rejoice. They are the
times when the efforts of SOCH seem to be successful.

No child should ever be forced to live alone and at
risk on a Railway Station. Hence child resettlement
becomes the top priority for which sincere efforts
are made and proper care is taken to trace the family
address of the children. The resettlement can be done
in two possible ways; through reuniting the child
back with his/her family or forwarding the child for
Institutional Care via CWC. The resettlement process
is supported by parent counseling.

Family Reunion

Referral to Other Institutions
Every home is not safe. Not every child will be happy
in his/ her home. More than driven by the aspect of
reuniting the child with their family, SOCH is driven
by the spirit of restoring happiness of the child and
ensuring the child’s safety. There are few stories that
don’t have a happy ending after being reunited with
the families. There are certain situations wherein it
becomes impossible or is unfair in the part of the child
to reunite them with their families.
Homes where the child is exposed to regular emotional
trauma through abuse, violence or separation of
parents; or is forced into child labor due to the financial
condition of the parents; the children are referred
to different Government Sponsored Shelter Homes
(Open Shelters) and Child Care Institutions (CCI).
These institutions provide them shelter, education
and professional counseling during times of distress.
The goal of reuniting with the family or being handed
over to any institution is set up during the process of
counseling by the CWC members or the organizations.

CHILDREN RESETTLEMENT STATUS
TOTAL CHILDREN

TOTAL

TOTAL CHILDREN

CHILDREN

REUNITED WITH

RESCUED

FAMILY(UNDER CNCP)

BBSR

302

205

13

84

BERHAMPUR

249

216

01

32

PURI

79

48

00

31

KHURDA

45

34

01

10

TOTAL

675

503

15

157

CLUSTER

REUNITED WITH
FAMILY(NOT UNDER
CNCP)

PROVIDED
INSTITUTIONAL
CARE

Table 2.7
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Graphical Representation Of Table 2.7

TOTAL CHILDREN REUNITED
WITH FAMILY (UNDER CNCP)

23%
2%

TOTAL CHILDREN REUNITED
WITH FAMILY (NOT UNDER CNCP)

75%
PROVIDED INSTITUTIONAL CARE

Follow up Support
The rescued children are a part of SOCH family. Our relationship with them doesn’t end with their reunion with
family or resettlement of the child with institutions. A telephonic follow up is done after one-month and then a
subsequent follow-up after three months from the date of child resettlement. In some cases, a physical follow-up
through home visits is done to establish the reliability of the telephonic follow up information.

FOLLOW UP SUPPORT
STUDYING
CLUSTER

WORKING

IDLE AT HOME

AGAIN RUNAWAY

1ST
FOLLOW
UP

2ND
FOLLOW
UP

1ST
FOLLOW
UP

2ND
FOLLOW
UP

1ST
FOLLOW
UP

2ND
FOLLOW
UP

1ST
FOLLOW
UP

2ND
FOLLOW
UP

BHUBANESWAR

17

17

01

01

31

28

00

00

BERHAMPUR

22

15

13

08

65

29

03

01

PURI

13

02

01

00

09

07

00

00

KHURDA

07

04

00

00

04

02

00

00

59

38

15

09

109

66

03

01

32%

33%

8%

8%

58%

58%

2%

1%

TOTAL
(IN PERCENTAGE)

Table 2.8
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Graphical Representation of Table 2.8
2%

1%

STUDING

32%

32%

WORKING

STUDING

WORKING

58%
IDLE AT HOME

8%

58%
8%

PAINTING BY CHILDREN1%

32%

STUDING

WORKING

58%
8%

The painter is giving a whole new idea to celebrate birthday instead of cake cutting or partying which will help in
creating a healthy environment.
BY Alipsa Samal, class-IX, DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL,BBSR
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Home Visit

status. This process provides them physical and moral
support to grow. SOCH also provides some financial
and material support to the children. Study material
dress and monetary support are provided to create
excitement within the children to focus on study
and have a bright future. SOCH team also provides
counselling to the children and parents for batter living
and for bright future of the children. Every month

Resettlement and telephonic follow up are not SOCH conducts minimum 2 home visit programmes.
sufficient for the children to support them and their
In this year 2018-19 SOCH has conducted one home
family. Sometimes SOCH team makes home visit to
the resettled children to verify their recent physical visit programme in Khordha Cluster.

CASE-8
LACK OF COMMUNICATION WITH PARENTS MADE THE CHILD ARROGANT.
NAME Binay Behera (Name Changed)
AGE & GENDER 14 years old boy
EDUCATION 9th standard
DATE & TIME OF CONTACT 14th Feb. 2018,12.30 pm
RESCUE LOCATION Khurda railway station

It’s ok to be scared & being afraid but it should not be
ok to give it up. Binay, 14 years old teenager feared the
school & education but his parents rather than making
him feel comfortable, they chose to face him with
power which made him ran away from home.

which was unreachable that time. As it was evening
already, so we kept him in an open shelter & produced
before the CWC the next day on 15th Feb. 2019. After
the joint effort of SOCH & CWC, we could trace his
address and finally on 21st Feb., he reunited with
his family. Both of his parents came that day & we
Binay had not gone to school for past 7 days as he was counseled the child again as well as his parents to treat
not interested in studying. His father scolded him to him in a better way.
study well. So, in rage of anger & frustration, he left
home on 14th Feb. 2019 with Rs 200/- to visit Puri. On 17th March, we followed him by telephone &
He reached at Khordha railway station at 5 pm that got that he’s studying at home. On 19th march we
day. Seeing the child sitting inside the train alone & followed up physically to his home & tried to make
confused, SOCH team approached him during platform him understand about the harmful effects of platform
intervention. He seemed nervous when being asked life. We gave him a school bag, pen, pencil, Tiffin box
about his details. But with our proper counseling, we etc to help him in his study. He also showed interest
made him comfortable & gave him snacks as he was to join our Punarjivan camp after we discussed the
hungry. Then, he gave us his father’s contact number positive impact of camp life.
www. sochforchildren.org
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Total Rescued Children From 2012 Till 31ST MARCH 2019
BHUBANESWAR

BERHAMPUR

PURI

KHURDA

CUTTACK

TOTAL

SOCH
Rescue

HP

Inst.
Care

SOCH
Rescue

HP

Inst.
Care

SOCH
Rescue

HP

Inst.
Care

SOCH
Rescue

HP

Inst.
Care

SOCH
Rescue

HP

Inst.
Care

SOCH
Rescue

HP

Inst.
Care

2012-13

211

158

53

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

211

158

3

2013-14

344

191

153

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

344

191

153

2014-15

375

210

165

0

0

0

0

0

0

149

84

65

0

0

0

524

294

230

2015-16

363

256

107

376

337

39

0

0

0

244

170

74

0

0

0

983

763

220

2016-17

460

326

134

454

400

54

69

28

41

142

103

39

0

0

0

1125

857

268

2017-18

349

183

166

340

315

25

248

155

93

0

0

0

6

5

1

943

658

285

2018-19

302

218

84

249

217

32

79

48

31

45

35

10

0

0

0

675

518

157

3439

1366

YEAR

GRAND TOTAL

4805

Table 2.9
SOCH has helped 4805 children since its inception and from which 3439 children have been reunited
happily with their family till 31st March 2019 may be under CNCP or not under CNCP which is 72%

success rate.

CASE-9

SOCH SAVED A CHILD FROM GETTING ILL CONCEIVED.
NAME Rohan Roul (Name Changed)
AGE & GENDER 15 years old boy
EDUCATION 10th standard
DATE & TIME OF CONTACT 12.02.2018 , 2.30 pm
SIBLINGS two elder sisters
RESCUE LOCATION BHM railway station
PARENTAL STATUS

The momentary pleasures of life seem more attractive
than life led with some discipline to any teenager. Such
was the case with Rohan, a fifteen year old boy from
Ramnagar, Ganjam. He led his life like a free bird
wandering aimlessly all day long with his friends. He
never bothered about his studies & bunked school on
a regular basis. Every day he used to set out from his
38

Father-Expired
Mother-Housewife

home to school but land up exploring places around &
get back home diligently after a day’s freak out with
his gang. One day (12th February 2018) while doing
the same, he was caught by the SOCH volunteers at
railway platform No: 2 in Berhampur along with a
friend. They did not want to reveal their identity &
even tried to mislead the volunteers. On checking their
www. sochforchildren.org
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bags, their school uniforms & identity cards were found
inside. On making persistent queries, they admitted
the truth. They could retrieve their address & contact
number from the I-cards. They were counselled about
the dangers & vulnerabilities of platform life. SOCH
referred them to the CWC, Berhampur. They were
handed over to their parents on 13th February 2018.
Their parents were also counselled of keeping track of

their children’s whereabouts.
Subsequently SOCH followed up this case & made a
surprise visit to Rohan’s house one day on 13.03.19. He
had lost his father to a liver ailment but was sincerely
focusing on his studies for his ensuing board exams.
SOCH assured to help him for his further education
anytime he needs assistance.

CASE-10
IN THE AGE OF SCHOOL GOING, A KID DECIDED TO TAKE OVER RESPONSIBILITY.

NAME Subhash Nayak (Name Changed)
AGE & GENDER 14 years old boy
EDUCATION 5th standard
DATE & TIME OF CONTACT
PARENTAL STATUS

Subhash Nayak, a fourteen year old boy from Ganjam
district had a very tragic childhood. He lost his father
to cancer at a very early age. The family had run into
debts for the treatment. Little had he recovered from
the trauma, disaster struck again when his mother was
diagnosed with TB. Although he had an elder brother
who was working, he was not supportive. Finally,
Subhash decided to look for work & earn for the
family. His mother had become too sick to work. At
times even they had to go without food. He was told
by some villagers that they would fetch him work in
Hyderabad for Rs.200/ per day. He agreed with the
offer & set on the journey to Berhampur from where
he would board the train to Hyderabad. He was sitting
on platform No: 2 when he was discovered by SOCH

27th June 2018,12.00 pm
Father- Expired
Mother- TB Patient

volunteers. He was carrying a copy of his Aadhar card
& an amount of Rs.230 with him. On enquiry, he was
very nervous & did not want to share his life’s story.
With the persistent efforts on the part of the volunteers,
he was first made comfortable to open up so that they
could help him out some way. He felt reassured with
their counsel & disclosed the truth. He was advised
against taking any help from strangers as he could land
up in deep trouble. SOCH took the case to GRP &
then was produced him before the CWC the same day.
Contact was established with his mother & on the 28th
of June, 2018, he was safely handed over to her. She
was more than happy & relieved to get his son back.
Another mission was accomplished by the sincere
workers of the organisation.

Follow Up- when we did a follow up on 10th of October, we got to know that he’s idle at home and
planning to work near his house as well as study.

www. sochforchildren.org
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CASE-11
THE LABOR OF BRICKS FACTORY SHATTERED THE DREAMS OF PRITIRAJ.
NAME Pritiraj Majhi (Name Changed)
AGE & GENDER 15 years old boy
EDUCATION 10th standard
DATE OF CONTACT 15th May 2018
PARENTAL STATUS

Father- Farmer
Mother- Housewife

Life had a different design for, Pritiraj, a fifteen year his home badly. One day while carrying bricks on
old tribal boy who left home from Kandhamal to go his head, he suffered from a black-out. On regaining
to Chennai to serve in a company under the guidance his consciousness, he saw he was lying in his uncle’s
of his uncle who was presumably working in an office house. He by then had decided to flee from the place
in some respectful job there. He had dreams to carry when he felt a little better. He was refused money by
back loads of money for his parents & presents for his uncle so he could make no contact with his parents.
his two younger sisters. During his journey by bus to One fine morning, he along with his cousin reached
Berhampur from where he would board the train to Berhampur on 15th May, 2018. He was traced by
Chennai, he was turned on by the natural beauty of his
the SOCH volunteers on platform No:1. On initial
home place. He was carrying wonderful memories of his
interaction, he said he was on his way to Chennai to visit
childhood, his life with his family & friends. Although
someone. When asked about his luggage, he fumbled
he was leaving home with a heavy heart, he was excited
which reaffirmed the apprehension of the volunteers.
to explore the wider world around where he would be
his own master. He had a purpose for this big journey. He was taken to the children’s counselling room. He
On reaching Berhampur, he left for Chennai with his was properly fed & made to feel comfortable so that he
cousin. When they finally reached the place where his could share his life’s story. He eventually confided in
uncle was working, he found to his utter surprise that the volunteers about the tragic turn of his life after he
it was a brick kiln. He was aghast to know that he had left home for a better living. He was produced before
to undergo such a hard task to earn his livelihood. He the CWC, Ganjam who referred him to open shelter
found little children working there to make ends meet. for further care & protection. A precious life was thus
He was expected to cook his own meals. He missed saved.
Follow Up- On 14th Sept we did a phone follow up and got to know that he’s continuing his study at home.

40
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OBSERVATION ON RESCUE LOCATION:
Almost 80% of children rescued are from Odisha which
is also evident with the fact that this project is being
operated on the railway stations of Odisha. Odisha is
followed by West Bengal, Bihar and Jharkhand. The

3 2

reason might be that these railway stations are well
connected to West Bengal, Bihar and Jharkhand. Most
of these railway stations are on the main line which
directly connected to some of the most important cities
of West Bengal.

21
2

11
7

2
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JHARKHAND
MAHARASHTRA
MADHYA PRADESH
ODISHA

Gaphical Representation Of State Wise Rescue By SOCH
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The painter here is trying to depict the importance of Traffic Rules and by this art; he’s showing even
children should have knowledge about these.
PAINTING BY :Kamesh Pradhan, Bhubaneswar
42
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APPRECIATIONS

3

SOCH Received “Best children Ngo” Award 2015 at giving back, Mumbai on 23rd December 2015 for its
commitment and dedication towards the cause.

Acknowledged as one of the winners @ India CSR Summit 2016 in the CSR Implementing Agency category
on 28th Sept 2016.

Acknowledged as one of the top 50 “Change Agents” to feature in inaugural edition of “Be The Change” 2017, Bhubaneswar on
23rd January 2017
www. sochforchildren.org
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SOCH received Punya Utkal Sanman from “Punya Utkal” for
its work activities on the occasion of Odia New year i.e. 14th
April 2017

Awarded 3rd Position in two minutes pitching on “Lady
Driver Training & Placement” Project @ “TATA SOCIAL
ENTERPRISES CHALLENGE”, a joint initiative with IIM
CALCUTTA at XIM Bhubaneswar on 18th Feb 2017

Felicitated with “Inspire award 2018-19”@ Parivartan & BWW, Bhubaneswar

44
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EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
NEW YEAR CELEBRATION-

New Year is the time of the onset of a new sunrise
of hope, positivity, new resolutions, goals and new
beginnings. While the rest of the world is busy in
parties, ceremonies, bursting firecrackers, engrossed
in the New Year mirth, there remains a section of the

Objective of the celebration:

4

society who are devoid of such luxury and have no
choice but to watch others enjoying. SOCH believes in
fostering nurture and care in the lives of these children
and hence being a responsible social institution and
working especially for the cause of children, SOCH
has always tried to spread this joy to such deprived
segment of the society in the best of its capacity. And
we are glad that like every year SOCH celebrated this
“New Year 2019” with few slum children. SOCH Team
has organized an outing with 20 Slum Children (Pathara
Bandha Slum near Satsang Vihar, Bhubaneswar)
visited “Pathani Samanta Planetarium” and “Regional
Museum of Natural History”.There were selfies, there
was food, there was fun and there was learning too.
Overall, the right way to new beginnings at the onset
of the New Year

•

To bring happiness/smile on the faces of innocent children.

•

To enhance their knowledge about the evolution of Universe.

We acknowledge the support of:
1. Dr.Subhendu Pattanaik, Dy. Director of Planetarium
2. Mr.Prashuram Pandit, Regional Training Manager of L & T Construction
3. Ms.Jayanti Panda, DGM of BSNL, Cuttack
4. Mr.Santanu Sahoo, Proprietor of “Horizon Design”
5. Er.Deepak Ku.Mallick, Founder of “IDAX Consulting Pvt.Ltd.”
6. Mr.Parsuram Behera, Proprietor of “Mio Amore”

www. sochforchildren.org
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Outing with children

Poverty may be a forever friend to the slum but we
never see the poor cribbing about their lives. They grin
brighter than the sun shining bright in the sky. And
SOCH always seeks to add the needed warmth.
Year 2019 completed its first quarter and most of us

are a little relaxed after year end closing and children
are relaxed after their final exams. But there is group
of children who is very much ignorant of all such
activities going on around them. For them; with
limited opportunities and access to the outside world;
life has been confined to some square meters with a
very restricted source of knowledge and entertainment.
In the past, SOCH has held activities like Mehendi &
Rangoli competition, Lemon water distribution, New
Year or Childrens’ Day Celebration etc for the benefit
of the slum children. SOCH has proved itself to be
a sincere supporter to building a responsible society.
And to add to that list, day out with slum children from
three different slums like; Narayan Basti (Unit-8),
BanadurgaBasti (Rasulgarh) &Pathara Bandha Basti
(VaniVihar) was planned at the “State Museum”.

Objective Of The Programme:
•

To bring happiness/smile on the faces of innocent children.

•

To enhance their knowledge of our history, animals and nature and other artifacts.

We Acknowledge The Support Of:
1. Ln. Minakshi Das(President,Lions Club of Bhubaneswar Lotus)
2. Ln. Maya Swain(Secretary,Lions Club ofBhubaneswar Lotus)
3. Mr.Tejeswar Rao (Managing Director,Green Chillyz, Bhubaneswar)
4. Mr. ParsuramBehera (Proprietor,Mio Amore,Garage Chhak, Bhubaneswar)
5. Mr. Srikant Panda (Well Wisher)

•

Last but not the least; we are conveying our
fondness to all those staffs for which the plan
turned into a successful program.

•

And we would like to rest our pen by thanking the
youngsters for trusting us & for giving us a chance
to make them smile.

Even a tiny drop of water helps make an ocean. And your act of generosity helped us in bringing smile to these
kids’ faces. We are so privileged & humbled to receive your support as well as your gracious presence at the
event was a huge morale booster.
46
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Activities Of The Event:

Lemon Water Distribution
The “SOCH” behind the Idea

We received the children from three slums around 9.00
am & distributed the breakfast .We had two guests Mrs.
Das & Mrs. Swain from Lions Club of Bhubaneswar
Lotus, they interacted with the children & during our
visit, they helped our SOCH team in orienting them
about our rich culture & heritage. Then, we had a lunch
break at 1.30 pm and after that the children shared their
experience of their outing and we all returned after
helping the children to reach their respective homes.

Outcomes of the Programme-

Social service knows no boundary. The “By Law” may
limit the “Thrust Areas” of work but the conscience
doesn’t. The ideology to serve the mankind pushes
SOCH to extend its limits and expand the horizon of
services. One move in the pursuance was organizing
flavored “Lemon Water Distribution” camp for the
passengers and travelers at Bhubaneswar Railway
Station. But the uniqueness and highlight of the event
lied in the fact that the Lemon Water was prepared by
and distributed by children volunteers from the nearby
slum under the supervision of SOCH staff.

Objective:
•

To create hygiene and cleanliness awareness
among the children.

•

To invoke a sense of social responsibility among
the children.

We found a chance to interact with the tender children
and tried to know the ways of helping them have a
better and nurturing childhood.Also, the presence of
Lions Clubof Bhubaneswar Lotus members inspired
us to make such more events in recent future.
The kids were behaving out of the way when they
reached to us at morning, even some of the children
had tried to run away in the middle of the road saying
they had changed their mind and that outing was of no
good to them.We tried our best to persuade them &
got a day of memorable moments with them who not
only enjoyed the time being but also confessed their
happiness & gratitude for letting them know these
many things. One child, who was the most disobedient
child seemed to be grateful & compiled towards us
which made us believe in changing their mind for a
greater cause.
www. sochforchildren.org
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Our Special Thanks:
Any event is made successful through support and
contribution of people. Here also we have many people
to thank to as we feel it would be utter disregard to them
if we don’t. First and foremost we extend our gratitude
to the Station Director, Bhubaneswar Railway
Station Mr. Chittaranjan Swain to giving permission
and approving a space inside the Station Premises.
Secondly we appreciate the support of Govt. Railway
Police and Railway Protection Force in helping us in
preparedness to deal with chaotic situation. At the same
time we also thank our stakeholders; the Cleaning staff
and Watering staff above all for their support and help.
The contributions from our Sponsors cannot go
unnoticed as it was the major motivation and confidence
factor for going ahead with the event. And they are:
Exide Life Insurance (in-kind)
Sriram City Finance (in-kind)
Mrs. Mamta Bajpayi (in-cash)
Mr. Prafulla Biswal (in-cash)
Mr. Dhiren Kumar Chhotray (in-cash)

Last but not the least we appreciate the participation
of the 11 Volunteering Children from a Slum (Mochi
Sahi) nearby Bhubaneswar Railway Station.

Names of the Children who participated:
Khusi Das (4 Yrs) Purnima Mohapatra (6 Yrs) Golapi Patra (8 Yrs) Gayatri sahoo (10 Yrs) Bharat
Pradhan (12 Yrs) Sabana Parbin (12 Yrs) Khusbu Das (13 Yrs) Susama Sahoo (13 Yrs) Ahmmad
Mahammad (14 Yrs) Subhadra Das (14 Yrs) Raju Behera (16 Yrs)

Training & Orientation:
hygiene in and around our surroundings. Here they
were educated on keeping self, home and surrounding
clean and avoid using of plastic bags. They were also
educated on the importance of having trees around.
Now it was time to train the child on preparing the
planned Lemon Water. The preparation procedure
was briefed to all the children and verified that they
understood their respective roles in the event. Post
To fulfill both the objectives flawlessly, all the children orientation, these children were provided with some
were brought to SOCH Head Office for Training snacks before moving to their respective stalls at the
and Orientation on how to maintain cleanliness and Bhubaneswar Railway Station.
All the 11 children were divided into two groups of 6 children (for Platform no.-1) and 5 children (for
Platform no.-6).
48
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Lemon water preparation:

need. Around 100 liters of cold water was used and
it was prepared by the children supported by SOCH
staff. The preparation was live on the Platform.

Lemon Water Distribution:
Post preparation it was distributed to the travelers
by the children again keeping in mind the hygiene.
Among the benefiters, apart from the travelers, the
Railway Authority staffs and some stakeholders also
participated in it. It was first distributed in platform
No-1 and then in the platform No-6.
Prioritizing hygiene in both preparation and distribution
it was ensured that all children and supporting staff
were equipped with hand gloves. Also the Water
used was purified distilled water in properly washed
and cleaned containers. To make the Lemon Water a
bit refreshing, healthy and tasty there were few other
ingredients added to it like Mint leaf paste, Curd,
Mango Ginger Paste, Sugar, Lemon juice & Salt as per

Output & Learning:
There were in total 750 travelers who were benefited
through the event. Though the event went smoothly, we
took learning out of it. It was observed that the Travelers
were not in order or not organized while approaching
the Stall. They needed to be managed in a proper queue
in order to avoid and possible chaotic situation.

Diwali Celebration

The festivals season is on and the mood of the people
is mirthful in the flow of festivity. But there remains
a section of the society who have no choice but to
enjoy the mood by merely watching others enjoying.
Hence being a responsible social institution SOCH
www. sochforchildren.org

tries to spread this joy to such deprived segment of the
society in the best of its capacity. And we are glad to
inform you that like every year SOCH will celebrate
this Diwali with the nearby (of Bhubaneswar Railway
Station) slum children at Railway Station premises.
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The focused objective for the celebration would revolve around:
1. Give happiness/smile on the faces of innocent children.
2. Create awareness among the children about celebrating festivals in togetherness.
3. Create a festive atmosphere and spread awareness about celebrating Dilwal the safe and colorful way.

Our Special Thanks:
We express our heartfelt thanks to Mr. Chittaranjan Nayak, Director, Bhubaneswar Railway Station, Members
of “Rotary Club of Bhuaneswar New Horizon”, Mr. Bijay Ku Parija, Director, Puri Railway Station, Mr. Gagan
Das, Inspector in Charge of RPF, Puri Railway Station, Mr. Phakir Mohan Sarab, Officer in Charge of GRPS,
Puri Railway Station, Mr. Deba Dutta Subudhi Owner of Sagar Tarang Hotel and Mr. Nilakantha Behera, Key
Stakeholder respectively.
And all other FOS members who could not make it to the event but have been gracing us with all their best
wishes. Thanking all of you to make this event grand success.
We also thank the volunteer from NISWASS College for their involvement in the programme.
Last but not the least we appreciated the participation of those 60 children from two Slums i.e. Budha Nagar,
Ashok Nagar & Ghoda Bazar near to the Bhubaneswar and Puri Railway Station.

Activities of the events:
The celebration encompassed various Competitions
like Song, Drawing, Musical Chair, Quiz and
Extempore speech. The winners of the competitions
were felicitated by Rewards. It culminated with some
snacks and clothes distribution.

Children’s Day
Every child has the right to happiness, be merry and
be joyful. And even though Children’s Day is widely
celebrated in schools all over the country , we would
not want our slum children to be devoid of such a day
in their lives. Hence, we went ahead and organized
Children’s Day for the slum children on our own.
The focused objective for the celebration would
revolve around:
1. To bring happiness/smile on the faces of innocent
children.
2. To create awareness about the rights of children.
3. To propagate the importance of celebrating
Children’s Day among these children.
4. To give a push to the potential talents and skills
possessed by the children.
50
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Our Special Thanks:
We express our heartfelt thanks to Mr. Chittaranjan Nayak, Director, Bhubaneswar Railway Station, Members
of “Lions Club Lotus”, Members of “SAGE Foundation”. Mr. Nirmal Kumar Behera, FOS Member, Mr. Bijay
Ku Parija, Director, Puri Railway Station, Mr. Gagan Das, Inspector in Charge of RPF, Puri Railway Station,
Mr. Phakir Mohan Sarab, Officer in Charge of GRPS, Puri Railway Station, Mr. Deba Dutta Subudhi Owner of
Sagar Tarang Hotel and Mr. Nilakantha Behera, Key Stakeholder respectively.
And all other FOS members who could not make it to
the event but have been gracing us with all their best
wishes. Thanking all of you to make this event grand
success.
We also thank the volunteer from NISWASS College
for their involvement in the programme.
Last but not the least we appreciated the participation
of those 59 children from two Slums i.e. Budha Nagar,
Ashok Nagar & Ghoda Bazar near to the Bhubaneswar
and Puri Railway Station.

Activities of the events:
Various Competitions like Song, Drawing, Musical
Chair, Quiz and Extempore speech were organized.x
The winners of the competitions were felicitated by
Rewards. It culminated with some snacks and clothes
distribution.

Rangoli & Mehendi Competition
SOCHorganized some sort of competitions among
the slum children.Sole motive was to bring in some
fun in to the life of these children and give a spark
to their creative talents.So in the occasion of Odia
festival named as Rajo,SOCH has organized a Rangoli
& mehendi competition among the slum children at
outside of platform no-6 of Bhubaneswar Railway
Station.

Objective:
•

To enhance the some Vocational skills of the
children.

•

To create interest for traditional Odia Art forms
among the children.

•

To create a festive atmosphere around Railway
premises for upcoming Raja celebration.

www. sochforchildren.org
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Our Special Thanks:
All this success would not have been possible without continous support from our wellwhisers and cooperation
of some like minded people who believe in us.First and foremost we extend our heartily gratitude to Mr.
Chittaranjan Nayak, Station Directorof Bhubaneswar Railway Station for giving permission and approving a
space inside the Station Premises.
A very special thanks to Er. Deepak Kumar Mallick (Founder & Chairman of IDAX consulting & Researh Pvt.
Ltd.), who donated a canopy to SOCH..
We also acknowledge support and contribution of the
below mentioned generous persons behind the success
of the programme.
Mr. Parsuram
Mrs. Bijaylaxmi Sitha
Mr. Gunjan Agarwal
We also thank the volunteers from NIIS Institute of Information Science And Management College for their
involvement in the programme.
Last but not the least we appreciated the participation of those 23 children from two Slums i.e. Budha Nagar &
Ashok Nagar near to the Bhubaneswar Railway Station.
PANKH TRAVELS in association with OLA Flags off Lady Cab Driver Rental Services in Bhubaneswar
25th Aug 2018, Bhubaneswar, Odisha:

PANKH TRAVELS, an initiative of SOciety for
CHildren (SOCH) in association with the world’s
largest ride-sharing companies, OLA launches a
project for Lady Cab Driver Rentals Service on 25th
August 2018 (Saturday) from the SOCH Head Office
premises in Bhubaneswar at around 4:00 pm. The cabs
will be exclusively driven by ladies who are trained
and placed under Project Pankh of SOCH. In its Pilot
stage the project has trained two ladies from Pathara
Bandha Slum near Satsang Vihar, Bhubaneswar who
would be driving one Car that is linked with OLA.

To grace the occasion and flag off the car were present some eminent Ladies from different professions.
•

Mrs. Subhashree Das, Director, Institute for Social Development (Chief Guest)

•

Mrs. Priya Siqueira Mahapatra, GM, Corporate Social Responsibility, TCS (Guest of Honour)

•

Mrs. Mamta Bajpayi, President, Inner Wheel Club, Ekamra, Bhubaneswar (Guest of Honour)

•

Mrs. Rita Adhikari, Ex-President, New Horizon Women’s Group (Guest of Honour)
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Conceptualized and envisioned by two visionaries;
Mr. Manoj Kumar Swain (Founder Director, SOCH)
and Professor V. S. Landge from National Institute
of Technology (NIT), Nagpur it took one and half
year to materialize. In between, the whole process of
identifying ladies (from difficult financial background),
providing them driving training skill, life skill training,
license processing for the ladies, placement on the
ladies into “Pankh Travels”, purchasing commercial
vehicle (Car) and linking with OLA was carried out.
The driving training for the ladies was conducted with
a Car donated by Prof. V. S. Landge.

For safety of the Lady Drivers the vehicle has
been installed with CCTV and will be on constant
observation by the OLA team with regards to the
vehicle movement. The two ladies will work in two
shift of eight hours each a day. The revenue generated
will be further invested into enhancing service quality
and the success of the project will decide the expansion
of the fleet of Lady Drivers.

They all wished the ladies all good luck and thanked
the lady drivers for breaking the jinx and becoming
role model for many other girls and ladies

SOciety for CHildren (SOCH) celebrates 6th Annual Day
Annual Day, SOCH, Bhubaneswar (30th November, 2018)
After a yearlong of dedication and hard work SOCH
celebrated its 5th Annual Day Function “6th Annual
Fiesta 2018” on 30th November 2018 at IDCOL
Auditorium, Bhubaneswar. The occasion was graced
by some eminent people from different walks of life.
The programme commenced with greeting through the
famous soulful prayer “Vaishanva Janato” performed
by Ms. Manisha Pradhan who is also anchoring the
event. It followed up with a beautiful Odissi Dance
performed by 11 years old Ms. Manaswee Mishra.
www. sochforchildren.org
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of SOCH. To substantiate the hard work, few Parents
of the rescued and resettled children shared their
experience and thanked SOCH.

The Honourable Guests were then invited on to the
dais and greeted with Saplings by SOCH Founder Mr.
Manoj Kumar Swain as a mark of contributing to the
environment followed by the lighting of the lamp by
Honourable Guests.
Mr. Manoj Kumar Swain then welcomed the present
delegates with a Welcome note. A PPT presentation
on the year 2017-18 work and activities of SOCH was
presented by Mr. Satyanarayan Mohapatra, Manager

54

Post experience sharing the Honourable Guests of the
event shared their knowledge and feedback about SOCH
which was followed by Rewards and Recognition for
the supporters, achievers and volunteers of SOCH.
Keeping up with the tradition, SOCH gifted its entire
Staff with “Celebration Gifts”.
Post rewards and recognition followed the Cultural
events like a Group Dance (by Nisha Dance Institute),
Role Play (by Team SOCH), and Duet Song (by Ms.
Ritanjali Swain and Nepal Ghadei).
The event came to a culmination by Thanks Giving
from the SOCH Founder Mr. Manoj Kumar Swain to
all the delegates and present guests to make this event
successful.
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PARENT’S VIEW
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PROJECT PUNARJIVAN

Introduction
Project “Punarjivan” as the name suggests is rebirth
of children who have knowingly or unknowingly
have fallen prey to adversities. It is a Behavior
Modification Camp working for the difficult behavior
children; categorized under two major categories viz.
hard behavior family connected children (who either
disobey parent’s instructions or have a habit of running
away regularly) and hard behavior street connected
children (who have been separated from their family
for a longer duration and leading platform or street
lives).
Here children separated for a longer duration of time
or fallen prey to addiction/beggary/child trafficking/
child labor or children having difficult behavior, under
the supervision and guidance of professional teachers,

Project Objectives

follow a structured and planned daily schedule that
brings about a change in their behavior and attitude.
These children undergo a change in their behavior
and attitude during their stay in the camp through
a structured schedule which includes of Spiritual,
Counseling, Educational, Games and Entertainment
activities under the guidance of professional teachers.
The address tracing for separated children is pursued
simultaneously. At the end of the camp, most of the
children are happily reunited with their families at
the Camp Ending Ceremony and others are referred
to various child care institutions for long term care
and protection. The project was conceptualized and
initiated in 2016

•

To transform the lives of the run-way, difficult behavior children with substance use.

•

To make the children aware of the negative consequences of a Platform/Street life.

•

Equipping the child with necessary life-skills.

•

Developing a realistic future orientation

•

To aim at a fuller and happier life for the runaway, difficult behavior children by ensuring safe resettlement
of the children.

•

First priority will be given to family reunion and last option for Institutional care.

•

To encourage foster parenting and alternative care for children in need of care and protection.

•

To develop child centric community through awareness camp and necessary support.

Camp Process
SOCH understands the harmful effects of children
living on the railway platforms or streets. Children,
who have a history of repeated running away from
home, are addicted to substances and display hard
behavior, are selected for the purpose of attending
the PUNARJIVAN camp. These children are mostly
found wondering around in the platforms, streets and
slums. There are also few children staying in CCIs.
Such children are included in camp with their parents
concern.
56

Post selection of the children these children are first
oriented about the ways and routines they have to
follow during their stay in the Camp. Then they follow
a prescribed daily schedule. During their stay they are
also taking for occasional outing for a change. In case
of 4 weeks camp for the street connected hard behavior
children the last week is dedicated for Address Tracing
along with other activities. And on the camp ending
ceremony the parents or guardian are exposed to a
workshop on Effective Parenting. For those children
who have families they are reunited back with their
families and for those who don’t have any family
support are forwarded for institutional care.
www. sochforchildren.org
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Camp Schedule

The camp was organized by three to four able and functioned as the Camp Teacher while the other are
well skilled SOCH staffs who undertook the following assisted him during various activities. The various
schedule for the benefit of the children. One of them activities in camp are as follows:
Time

Activities

Freshen-up
Physical exercise, Yoga and meditation
Breakfast
Bathing and cleaning

6:00am-7:00am
7:00am-8:00am
8:00am-9:00am
9:00am-10:00am

Non-formal education/Special life skill education by research
persons/ health checkup and social mapping skill.
Lunch
Rest
Games
Evening snacks
Evening prayer
Cultural practice/Drawing class/potential analysis through game/
Computer and vocational training
Moral Story
Dinner
Children’s meeting and experience sharing
Jyoti Programme
Staff meeting & individual counseling
Table 3.1

10:00am 1:00pm
1:00pm-2:00pm
2:00pm-3.30pm
3.30pm-5:00pm
5:00pm-5:30pm
5:30pm-6:00pm
6:00pm-7:00pm
7:00pm-8:00pm
8.00pm-9.00pm
9:00pm-9:30pm
9:30pm-9:45pm
9.45pm-10:30pm

Camp Activities
Camp activities are very professionally and structurally
designed. It is based on a very successful model worked
out by SATHI (a National Level NGO) working on
similar theme as SOCH. Supervised by One Camp
teacher and assisted by three to four assistants there
is activity packed day schedule running continuously
for a month. Counseling being the primary activity,
Physical Exercise, Yoga, Meditation, Moral Story
Classes, Non-formal Education, Games, Children
Meeting, Jyoti Programme, etc. would be among other
activities aiming at inducing discipline among these
children who had displayed hard behavior. Breakfast,
lunch, evening snacks and dinner; apart from providing
nutrition, the camp also aim at inculcating the values of
community living among them. Apart from a healthy
food for a better physical health, the children in camp
would share a great bond and friendships during these
meals.
www. sochforchildren.org

Physical Exercise
As they say it “healthy body, healthy mind”. The
physical health and mental health of a child go hand in
hand. Therefore, the children in the camp compulsorily
take part in physical exercise on daily basis under the
supervision of the Camp Teacher and assistants.
Yoga and meditation
Yoga and meditation has been acclaimed world wide
as a mode to bring focus in life keeping it away
from all malicious thoughts. They also help in cure
of many mental and physical ailments. It brings an
unprecedented calmness in to us and enhances our
acceptance. Hence it is a 30mins daily session aimed at
the holistic well-being and development of the Camp
children.
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Non-formal education

it was necessary to develop arealistic and constructive
future orientation among them where in they can plan
This is the basic education classes for the Camp and work towards a better future.
children where they are thought to identify English
alphabets, birds and animals. Special efforts are made Games
to manage the classes where children from different
Along with various programs, there would be one hour
backgrounds could be absorbed.
for their leisure when the children would be allowed
Moral Story class
to play various indoor as well as outdoor games for
entertainment. Along with leisure, the games are a great
Moral Story classes are scheduled to induce certain
source of relaxation and incorporating friendliness
values in the children through story telling sessions.
among the children.
The stories are related to four important domains. Each
story domain is for one week time to be told to the Children Meeting
children, discussed among them and to counsel hem
on the aspects that might have led to emotional distress This would be an activity where the Children would
be given free hand to talk about themselves and their
among them. The four domains are:
grievances in the Camp. Simultaneously helping the
Good environment and bad environment
children to assert themselves as a distinguished part of
Having been exposed to the worst adversities of the camp where they can talk about their needs. More
life due to the unsafe and unprotected environment than everything this acts as a review and feedback
that they have faced during their stay on platforms mechanism.
and streets, it is necessary to talk to them about the
difference between the good and bad environment.
These sessions help children develop the insight about
the differences in these two environments. Along with
in sight building, these story telling sessions facilitate
the individual counseling sessions with the children.

JYOTI Programme

The JYOTI program is incorporated as a value
imparting program where a candle is placed in front
of the children and they vow to give up one of the
many inherent vices every day. Discussions regarding
a better future without lies, obedience, regarding and
Difference between the lives of school going child, respecting elders and parents will be adopted. At the
platform child and working child
end of the program, the children pledge to implement
Stories that would help the children to identify the the discussed positive value in their life.
differences between a school going child in contrast to
Medical Attention
the child who has run-away and is leading an un safe life
in the railway platforms. The issues of addiction, child Special attention is given to children’s health.
labour, child abuse would be main point of discussions Medication as per their requirement is imparted to all
in these sessions to allow them to introspect about the the children. Moreover, a special time for medication
consequences of running away from their homes.
is allotted so as to build consciousness among the
children regarding their own health.
Your Favorite God
Child Counseling
The third domain aims at developing a positive
impression about parents and care givers among the A daily dose of counseling helps the camp children to
children which is followed by the individual sessions relax as they are already in stress for the Camp in its
that helps in address tracing of the children.
initial phase act as a bondage to them. They all had
a habit and free will of roaming around. Confining
Your future Goal
them within a boundary would definitely show some
The children, who have adopted a street life, were out resistance. Counseling sessions eases off such stress.
of the protected net of their parents for months and Further it brings about clarity about the past events of
years. They might have lost track and gone astray. So the child’s life that again can help in address tracing.
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Counseling helps in designing child specific approach months of reuniting the child with the family is done.
for their modification. Hence frequent child counseling In some cases, a physical follow-up visit is done to
by professional counselors are scheduled.
establish the reliability of the telephonic follow-up
information.
Family Address Tracing
Special life skill education by Expert Trainer
Address tracing of the children starts as soon as the
child starts revealing landmarks related to his parents SOCH invited 8 Resource Persons on various days.
or home. A dedicated Team would be engaged in the Among them were Psychologist, who counseled the
process of tracing the family members of the children. children and showed them a new approach towards life;
Along with the frequent Counseling sessions the moral a Yoga teachers have also joined and conducted Yoga
story sessions on the Favourite God has a very critical class for the children. There were 5 life skill trainers,
role to play on the children and efforts will be made to
who had taken special class and taught the students
contact their parents and reunite them. Help of other
various skills through games and other activities. We
local NGOs and local Police would be taken as and
were fortunate to have JOY from London who taught
when needed.
Basic English to the children.
Effective Parenting Workshop
Computer class
As it is expected from the Camp children to realize
their mistakes and work toward rectification, similarly In the modern era life without computer and internet
parents need to work effectively on their understanding technology is out of imagination. So the Camp team
and liberalization of the aspirations of their children. was involved in imparting basic lessons on use of
They need to sensibly deal with the critical issues. computers to these children.
Hence to help them have a better understanding of
De-addiction Class
effective parenting a Workshop is conducted for the
parents traced and identified before handing over their
children to them.
Camp Ending / Family Reunion Ceremony
Post the “Effective Parenting Workshop” a Camp
Ending Ceremony is organized to celebrate Home
going for family connected children or the reunion
of the separated children with their traced families, in
presence of the Govt. Authorities, DCPU, supporters
and other guests.
Other Institution Intervention
Children, whose addresses couldn’t be traced or were
found to be orphans are referred to various institutions
for a safer life. But for children whose narratives show
some directions regarding their address the address
tracing continues.
Follow-up Support

A special class on de-addiction was taken by Md. Imran
Ali (a renowned social worker in the field) for the deThe modification doesn’t end with family reunion or
addiction of the children. He garnered the session with
referral to other institutes only, rather it extends to
some videos and documentary films on the bad impact
follow-up. A telephonic follow up is done after oneof drugs abuse.
month and then a subsequent follow-up after three
www. sochforchildren.org
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Drawing classes and competition

Campus cleaning and environmental awareness

To enhance the artistic potentiality within the children
the Camp team conducted drawing and painting
sessions. And to motivate them further a competition
was also organized that was rewarded with some
prizes.

Good environment is not only need for good physical
health but also for complete growth and development
it’s a basic need. Human beings themselves can create
a good healthy environment. Within the camp period,
Camp team organized campus cleaning programme
inside AVA campus premises. The main objective
behind this was to create environmental awareness
within the children and to aware them about the need
of good healthy environment. Another objective was
to create a good hygienic environment for the camp.

Education through cultural activities

Picnic and children outing

To find out the potentiality within the children
there were cultural programmes in the evening. The
children were made to dance, sing and do mono
acting. There was “Antakshyari” competition among
them. The cultural programmes were most happiest
and entertaining moment. Mrs. Jayanti Rout an expert
and artist supervised it to teach dance and acting to the
children.
60

The children were given chance to visit Barunei hill the
historical place of Khurda, and Jatani. At Jatani there
was of DAL and PET page memorial rehabilitation
centre foundation stone laying ceremony. There the
children participated in drawing, music chair, lemon
race, cricket and dance competition. Lunch provision
was also made to ensure the outing as complete
package of fun and feast.
www. sochforchildren.org
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Accomplished Camp Details
Conceptualized in 2016 Project Punarjivan has organized two Behavior Modification Camps. First one in
February 2016 with 20 Hard Behavior Street connected children. The second camp was organized in March
2018 with 17 Hard Behavior Family connected children.
NO. OF CHILDREN REUNITED

NO. OF CHILDREN IN

TOTAL NO. OF CAMP

WITH THEIR FAMILY

INSTITUTIONAL CARE

CHILDREN

FEB, 2016

11

9

20

MAR, 2018

12

5

17

CAMP DATE

Table 3.2

CASE-12
STORY OF GOVINDA GEDAM
there for 7 days in a child line. In his 9th attempt, he
ran away from Raipur to Raigarh and stayed there for
1 month in a child line (BAL sishu Adhikari)
In his 10th attempt .he ran away from home and stepped
into the train which had halted for some reason, and he
slept there. When he woke up the train was running,
then he reached at Narkela station and wanted to return
to his home but he had caught wrong train and came to
Bhubaneswar railway station. It was here that he was
caught by SOCH staff and referred to child line and
stayed there for 2 months and then came Bhairavi club
in 1st February.
When he stayed in station he used to sweep the trains
and earned 100 rupees in a day, from which he spent
50 rupees and saves 50 rupees for future use. It was his
daily routine.
Govinda was enjoying in the camp. He likes to play,
dance, sing, painting with other children. He likes
Nigam sir because he narrates new stories to him. He
told me that he learned in the camp that he will listen to
his parents, will never disobey them & shall never run
Govinda often used to quarrel with his younger brother, away from home under the influence of others.
did not listen to his parent’s advice, and hence was
Govinda need more attention, love, and care from his
rebuked by his parents. Hence he ran away from his
home in rage. He had fled from his home for 7 times. parents. He is very moody, which isn’t good at all.
He was caught in Raipur station in his 8th attempt of Proper guidance and care is the only way to control
running away from Raipur to Vilashpur and stayed him.
Govinda Gedam, a 13 year old boy. His father Mohan
Gedam is a welder and his mother Jyoti Gedam is a
house wife. He has 1 younger brother of age 11years.
Govinda has studied till class 6th in Saraswati Sishu
Mandir.

www. sochforchildren.org
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CASE-13
STORY OF KUNJA

This is a heart touching story of Kunja, a 17 year old
lad. He has been away from his family & home for
last 8 months. He belongs to Kabarika caste. His father
does imposity work while his mother is a wood seller.
He has one brother. Kunja is an illiterate young lad who
was imprisoned Brhampur for his criminal activities.
He was incarcerated for 6 months.

not subsided in Kunja, but he couldn’t deny his friend.
To Kunja’s misfortune, he was arrested by the police
immediately after his arrival to that village. He was
then imprisoned for 6 months before being released
on bail. Kunja’s wrecked heart had found no option
to reunite with his family, as they resented against his
acts. This is when he decided not to return to his home .

Misconception, misunderstanding and misinterpretation
had engraved him in a life full of turmoil. One day
when Kunja was enthralled to visit Pariona village, a
nearby village, to watch a village drama, he and one
of his friends were chased by a unknown man, who
preached that he could show something interesting to
them. Kunja was curious enough to follow the man.
The man turned out to be a burglar; who broke the
locked door of a house, ventured into it, and stole some
precious ornaments. Kunja was dumbfounded, and he
was offered 250 rupees by the burglar for helping him
who also threatened him to keep his mouth shut or to
face dire consequences.

But this time to his good fortune Kunja was
rehabilitated in Project Punarjivan Modification camp.
He was nurtured and nourished with proper attention
in the camp. Interrogated by the staff, he retorts that
though happy in the company of good friends, his heart
chokes to see his mother, to get their support and love,
but being an accused his pleas and dilemma remains
unheard and unseen by his family.

Though he had accepted the offer, but Kunja’s anxieties
didn’t boil down. It was the following day when Kunja
was asked by his friend to visit Pariona village again,
this time for buying a bike. The tentacles of fear had

6

Kunja’s past was unfortunate and unintentional, but
after the Punarjiban Camp, he was reunited with his
parents on 8th March, 2016 on the family reunion day.
So we requested his parents to accept him with open
arms and forgive his mistakes as he was just a silent
spectator of the crime, without his involvement in it.
He is a completely changed lad regretting his mistake
and vowed not to repeat them in future

PROJECT PANKH

Today, a considerable amount of children in our country
fall victim of homelessness and stateless due to the
baffling and knotty family situation which eventually
impels the child to leave home. It is disgraceful to
find that almost 20 million children in India have fell
victims of social orphanage wherein the families have
abandoned them and amongst which only 0.3% fall
under real orphans. The young age from the child takes
direct responsibility of their sustainability is heart
wrenching. And these children grow up as youths of
this nation to find themselves in deflating situation.

they have been dynamic in their own ways but it
has been rare for these entities to synergize concrete
sustainable impacts. Most institutions or children’s
home present in India today bid farewell to a child
once he/she attains the age of 18 without gauging on
how the child would sustain itself with minimal or no
educational standards or professional expertise. Hence
for further initiative, project “Pankh” was introduced
for the complete social, psychological, spiritual and
economic development of these lost souls and most
importantly imbibing a sense of responsibility by
Our government today at various levels, as well as civil creating a value system that would not only help them
society organizations has been working on various develop as responsible citizens but also as a righteous
endangered kids and their developmental outcomes, human being in the future.
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Project “Pankh” was conceptualized and initiated in
2015. It works for mainstreaming the youths from
Child Care Institutions (CCIs) and communities
having a difficult family background. The five
components that drive the project are Counselling,

Mentoring, Life Skill Training, Vocational Training
and Placement assistance starting from the age of
14 years. The project has been running on a trial and
experimental basis as

Major Component

COUNSELLING

MENTORING

VOCATIONAL TRAINING
AND JOB PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE

Counseling

FOLLOW-UP

Fig.3.0

Counseling plays a major role in identification and
transformation of issues and complications of any
individual’s life. More than this it become a mode
of sharing and expressing limitation and probable
solutions. It helps in getting an insight into the
background of the occurrence and also in creating a
conducive atmosphere for the subject. It also helps
youths to identify their real interest areas and strengths
and weaknesses.
Mentoring
It is a personal developmental relationship in which
a more experienced or more knowledgeable person
helps to guide a less experienced or less knowledgeable
person. Children in various CCIs grow up with less
individual attentions. Most of the children don’t have
friends outside the CCI. Most of them have no idea
about the world outside the four walls of the institutions.
So it is important to link up the youths with interested
mentors living in the mainstream society for mutual
benefit.
Life Skill Training
Life skills have been defined as “the abilities for
adaptive and positive behaviour that enable individuals
to deal effectively with the demands and challenges of
everyday life” (WHO). ‘Adaptive’ means that a person
is flexible in approach and is able to adjust in different
www. sochforchildren.org

LIFE-SKILL
SUPPORT

circumstances. Youths in various CCIs are living with
less interaction with mainstream society. Due to this
they lag behind in certain skills, which the children
growing up in mainstream society have gained
through their socialization. So, it is very important to
provide life skill training to the youths growing up in
institutional care for building their skill and confidence
to adjust in mainstream after 18 years of age.
Vocational Training & Job Placement
This component aims at helping youths gain skills
and get placements to stand on their own feet.
In collaboration with various vocational training
institutions Pankh helps in building extensive network
for those youth who need to come to mainstream
society and find a suitable livelihood for them. The
youths are linked to trainings only after a thorough
counseling and determining their core interest areas.
Follow-up
Any task or project is incomplete without a systematic
follow-up plan in place. Follow-up ensures a correct
and accurate accomplishment of a task. For a home
placed child it means he/she does not runaway again
and for a Youth undergoing training and placement
it means he/she is performing and satisfied with the
profile.
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PANKH Statistics
(Till March 2019)
From Child Care
Institutions(CCIs)

Through Community
Mobilisation

Total

No. of youths data
collected

257

1201

1458

Counseling Provided

54

539

593

Enrolled youths for
vocational training

8

243

251

Youth placed in job

2

8

10

Particulars

Table 4.1

Gender wise distribution
Gender

No. of enrolled

Male

117

Female

126

TG

8

Total

251
Table 4.2

Graphical Representation of table 4.2

MALE
FEMALE
TRANSGENDER
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Case-14
A STORY OF DEBAKI BEHERA:

mom standing back to her always. They were mom
& daughter from the starting, living their life well
& good till her mother fell ill & she had to take the
responsibility of herself & her mother. She dropped her
school after 10th & started taking care of household
chores from past few years.
That’s when SOCH team met her during our counseling
section at the slum & noticed about her interest in
doing a job to be able to stand on her own. She got
to know about our Pankh project and the different
vocational trainings. She enrolled herself in the parlor
training course.
It was started in November 2018 for 3 months & their
course ended in Jan. she’s now practicing in the parlor
from where she completed her training as they have to
take a test about their efficiency & then she can get the
certificate & work as a prompted beautician.

Debaki, who lives in Laxmi Narayan Basti of Rupali
Square in BBSR, is a girl who’s fighting back her
hurdles to her best. She lost her father since childhood
but that could not break her down because she had her

As her mother is not fine nowadays, so, she has to take
care of her and the poor financial crisis forcing her to
stop from doing as per her wish. Still she never opted
to stop dreaming rather she says she will do some part
time in that field till her mother gets well & if she can
get some support financially then she will surely open
a parlor of her own.

Case-15
A STORY OF HIRA SOREN:
She is a confident and audacious girl who never says
never. She is the positive vibe of her slum who is
always active & full of charm. She is Hira who has
2 sisters and a brother. Her father was a government
employee & all was going smooth. Her perfect kind of
happy family got into pieces when her father deceased
& left them alone to struggle. But they did not lose
their courage & stand again to fight all odds.
Hira always wanted to study more, she did not drop
her classes rather persuing post graduation in distance
mode. Her elder sister also preparing for government
competitive exams. But deep inside Hira was realizing
the pension of her father is not enough in which her
younger brother & sister can achieve their goals. So,
www. sochforchildren.org
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she wanted to lend an earning hand to her mother as
soon as possible. Then she came to know about SOCH
and Pankh project during one of our visit to their slum.
She took interest to join beautician training course.

PAINTING BY CHILDREN-

She joined the 3 months course in November & now
she’s practicing there to have a good experience of
parlor work. After the test, she’ll get her certificate and
she said she’s going to open a beauty parlor of her own
after a year.

The painter here showing the picture of a happy family in the occasion of a birthday celebration.
By SINDHU SOUMYA, CLASS- XII
DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL,BBSR
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SOCH TEAM IN FY’ 2018-19
Name

Qualification

Designation

MA (English), PGDJMC,
Advance Diploma in HRM

Manager
(HR, Admin & Accounts)

Ritanjali Swain

MBA

Sr. Communication Officer

Laxmi Priya Singh

MSW

Communication Officer

Surajit Udaysingh

B.Com

Accountant

B.COM,CMA

Accountant

Rashmi Moharana

B.SC

Admin And Account Asst.

Madhusmita Roul

MSW, BA

MIS Officer

Namrata Saran

B.SC, MA

MIS Coordinator

Rasmita Das

BA, MSW

Project Officer

B.COM

Programme Associate

Biplab Ku Pradhan

MSW, BA

Coordinator

Sudeshna Mishra

MA,MSW

Coordinator( Pankh Project)

Manisha Pradhan

MA

Communication Executive

MRD

Social Worker Cum Counselor

BA

Social Worker Cum Counselor

Sachikant Sahoo

MSW

Social Worker Cum Counselor

Sagarika Das

MSW

Social Worker Cum Counselor

Lipak Ku Behera

MSW

Social Worker Cum Counselor

Ambuja Ghadei

BA

Social Worker Cum Counselor

MSW

Social Worker Cum Counselor

Sangeeta Nayak

MCom.

Social Worker Cum Counselor

Sunil Ku Gouda

MSW

Social Worker Cum Counselor

BA

Social Worker Cum Counselor

Rojalisa Sahoo

BA, MSW

Social Worker Cum Counselor

Soumyashree Dhal

MA, MSW

Social Worker Cum Counselor

Sasmita Jena

BA , MSW

Social Worker Cum Counselor

Uma Sankar Mohapatra

BA

Field Worker

K.Lavanya Yadav

BA

Field Worker

David Pradhan

BA

Field Worker

Gitanjali Rout

MATRIC

Camp Care taker

Satyanarayan Mohapatra

Kanhu Charan Mohanty

Krushna Ch Mohanty

Nihar Kant Kar
Rilu Parida

Joshlin Panigrahy

Nrusingha Ghadai

Kumar Mohapatra

www. sochforchildren.org
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Cook cum care taker
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VOLUNTEER DETAILS & TESTIMONIES
Sl.
No.

68

Name

College Name

Types of Work Involment

1

Srikrushna Sahoo

NISWASS

Project Rakshyak

2

Priyanka Barik

NISWASS

Project Rakshyak

3

Padmini Kumari Bisoyi

NISWASS

Project Rakshyak

4

Sujata Panda

NISWASS

Project Rakshyak

5

Indu Nanda

NIT

Project Rakshyak

6

Bijay Kumar Dash

NIIS

Project Rakshyak

7

Purbasha Banarjee

NISWASS,TISS

Project Rakshyak

8

Sephali Sutar

NISWASS,TISS

Project Rakshyak

9

Pratyasha Pattanaik

NISWASS,TISS

Project Rakshyak

10

Subhra Sahu

NISWASS,TISS

Project Rakshyak

11

Sudhanshu Sekhar Sarangi

BJB (A)College

Project Rakshyak

12

Soudamini Pradhan

Utkal university

Project Rakshyak

13

Sangeeta Das

Utkal university

Project Rakshyak

14

Sasmita Ghadei

Utkal university

Project Rakshyak

15

Bapina Bhola

Utkal university

Project Rakshyak

16

Rudramadhab Sahu

Utkal university

Project Rakshyak

17

Swapna Priyadashini Hansdah

Utkal university

Project Rakshyak

18

Aparajita Parida

Utkal university

Project Rakshyak

19

Sonali Priyadasani Mallick

Utkal university

Project Rakshyak

20

Biswa Ranjan Dash

CIHMC

Project Rakshyak

21

Pratikshya Priyadarshini Padhi

Udayanath (A) College of Science &
Technology

Project Rakshyak

22

Sulochana Sahoo

B.B.Mohavidyalaya

Project Rakshyak
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VISITORS OF THE YEAR:
Sl.

Name

Date

Purpose

Activities

1.

Mr.Phillipa Baylis (Lecturer, Scotland)
and Merran Kay (University of
Glasgow)

12.07.2018

To explore more on
Children Rehabilitation
centre activities.

• Visited to Rehab centre location &
closely watched the construction work of
the shelter at Jatni, Khurdha.

2.

Mr.Jameswar Behera
(Officer Mobilisation,BIPF)

24.07.2018

To discuss about Project
Pankh.

• Meeting and interaction about youth
mobilization from different community
and villages.

3.

Ms. Moneeca Mohapatra
(Asst. Manager, JIO)

04.08.2018

To associate with JIO
network.

• Meeting and discussion about the new
schemes for official CUG facility.

4.

Ms.Subhashree Das(ISD)
Ms. Priya S Mohapatra
Ms. Maya Swain (Lions Club Lotus),
Mr. Nirmal Ku Behera(social activist),
25.08.2018
Ms. Reeta Adhikari(RCB New Horizon),
Ms. Mamata Bajapayi( president, H.W.
Ekamra) Ms. Sneha Mohapatra
Mr. Satish (SVT,Bhubaneswar)

Launching ceremony of
Pankh Travels.

• Meeting with staffs and lady drivers
• Flag up in the ceremony.
• Attended the Media group

5.

Harsh and Vivek
(KIIT Students)

16.09.2018

To volunteering in SOCH

• Meeting with Director sir and staff
• Visited Bhubaneswar Railway Station
• Visited to Project Locations to observe
and understand the field operations.
• Meeting with Staffs.
• Interacted with Railway Authorities and
other Stakeholders.

6.

Mr. Mary Harper and Ms. Kate Bulman
(BBC Editor)

20.10.2018

To explore as well as to
know more about SOCH
activities.

7.

Alok Ku Padhi and Satya Narayan
Biswal (State Coordinator, BBA)
& Anwikashika Das (P.D.) and Nepal
Ghadei(C.C.) (HBT)

24.10.2018

To attend a meeting on
Child Rights Protection.

• Meeting with SOCH and HBT team
• Discussion on some new ideas and points
to protect the Child Rights.

25.10.2018

To explore as well as to
know more about SOCH
activities.

• Visited to Project Locations to observe
and understand the field operations.
• Meeting with Staffs.
• Interacted with Railway Authorities and
other Stakeholders.

29.10.2018

To explore and know more
about SOCH work

• Meeting with Director and Field Staffs

8.

9.

Malcolm (FRIENDS OF UK)

Mr. Richard Cook and Colini Allen
(FOCO)

10.

Swarna P. Patra
(Treasurer, Lions Club of Bhubaneswar,
Lotus)

14.11.2018

11.

David Landsberg & Family
(FOCO)

20.12.2018

To know about activities
of SOCH

• Meeting with Director and Staffs.

12.

Nibedita Adams (Programme manager,
TISS)

19.01.2019

To discuss about the field
placement, students of
B.Voc on child Rights

• Meeting with team.
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To celebrate Children’s
day.

• Participated in Children’s Day
celebration at Bhubaneswar Railway
Station..
• Visited to Office, discussed more
about SOCH work & activities
Children
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13.

Mr. Bikash Rajguru (Product Manager,
Facebook)

28.01.2019

Curtsey Visit.

• Meeting with SOCH Team.

14.

Mr. Adhiraj S Ray(Editor) and Mr.
Dibyesh Chatterjee (Partner)
3 Gen Studio complex

28.01.2019

To explore in detail about
photographs for digital
marketing.

• Meeting with SOCH Team.

15.

Mr. A. Mohanty (Ex Director, Govt Of
India)

09.02.2019

To get ideas about SOCH
work and activities.

• Meeting with Team.

14.02.2019

For Project Partnership

• Meeting with the team
• Visited Bhubaneswar Railway
Station and interacted with
stakeholders.

• Participated in Meeting between
SOCH and Hamara Bachpan Team.

• Meeting with SOCH Team and
participated in survey.

16.

Andrew J. Yild & Harry Telford
(PE Ventures)

17.

Mr. Sudhir Digal (Programme Director)
and Team (HBT)

26.03.2019

To Attend a
collaboration(SOCH &
Hamara Bachpan Team)
meeting on Child Rescue
and Resettlement

18.

Volunteers from Utkal University

27.03.2019

To explore details about
SOCH work and Early
Intervention Survey.

www. sochforchildren.org
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WE HAVE NO BRANCH
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